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Digital Object Identifiers on Datasets and Usage in Scholarly Publications�
 �
Data Citations direct readers to a data source referred to within a publication.  Part of the citation is a 
digital object identifier (DOI).  It is a permanent and unique label for an Internet-based object and is used 
in the same way DOIs are used to provide links to a published paper, report, or books.  Publication and 
data citations both appear in formal reference lists. Below we briefly discuss how this is done, why it is 
important, and citation services available from the Research Data Archive (RDA) at NCAR.  �
 �
How it is done�
 �
The DOI is the highest ordered (right-most) information in a resolvable web URL address.  As an example, 
the DOI URL for the International Surface Pressure Dataset (ISPD) in the RDA is 
http://dx.doi.org/10.5065/D6SQ8XDW. This web address is deconstructed into a piece that points to a 
resolver service (http://dx.doi.org), an portion that is constant for NCAR/UCAR (10.5065/D6), and a 
unique object in the institutional domain (SQ8XDW).   This address is intended to be published and will not 
change over time.  The actual URL address for the ISPD is http://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds132.0/.   The 
support team for the RDA is responsible for updating all metadata at the registry and resolver service if 
any changes occur.  For example, if a new web server was configured the actual RDA address would 
change, but the DOI address will remain fixed. �
 �
The web page linked to the DOI URL (landing page) is the dataset home page in the RDA, which displays 
all of the discovery metadata and leads to the available data access services.  �
 �
Why it is important�
 �
Making dataset and publication DOIs work together have benefits for the scientists, public data users, and 
the data managers.  Some of them are: �
 �
•  A tighter connection between scholarly publication and data makes the science more transparent and 

traceable�
•  Increases reproducibility and validation of publication findings because the data are accurately cited and 

accessible through the DOI URL �
•  Allows tracking of data use and ultimately metrics of citations, user groups, and the impact of the data 

on science progress�
•  Widely accepted by publishing community and becoming a “best practice” for scientific publications 

that have facts based on data. �

REPOSITORY SERVICES: �
“I’m definitely interested in a centralized repository.”�

DATA PUBLICATION AND CITATION 
SERVICES: �
“Data citation should be very 
interesting to scientists.” �

DATA MANAGEMENT PLANS: �
“It would help if you could discuss [DMP] with the data people and they 
[could] tell you whether what you want to do is possible.”�

DATA ADVERTISING AND DISCOVERY SERVICES: �
“Here’s the challenge: locate data and get a copy.” “ I couldn’t survive without mass store, but it doesn’t help to 
provide data to the outside community.”�
�

BACK UP SERVICES: �
“If you have continually updating data, then it seems like you have to ask for permission 
to allow this storing of data continuously.”�

RECOVERY SERVICES: �
“I’ve lost data too many 
times.”�

DATA CURATION Service Development: Investigation, Outreach, and Education �

INVESTIGATION� OUTREACH� EDUCATION�

PROJECT 1: Data Citation: RDA �
•  Investigate Data Citation SERVICE�
•  Investigate Digital Object Identifiers (DOI) �
•  Outreach to 4 data providers �
•  Develop Data Citation and DOI policy documents�
•  Education for RDA users through web documents�

PROJECT 2: Data Services: DLS �
•  Investigate UCAR data management survey results�
•  Outreach to 6 of the 25 follow-up participants�
•  Education of current data management services�
•  Education of needed data management services�
•  Example Survey Question below: �

PROJECT 1 �
•  Create Data Citation web document (DCd) �
•  Interview 4 data providers to improve (DCd) �
•  FAQ, Use Cases, DOI registry web documents�
•  Help strengthen RDA procedures for operation �
•  DOI assignment�

PROJECT 2 �
•  Contact and Interview 6 survey participants�
•  Follow-up on survey responses, focus on 

question 19 (see below) �
•  Interviews inform UCAR/NCAR strategic plan 

& collaboration needs�

19. Which of the following data management services would you like to see the organization support? (check all that apply) �
�
q   Digitization �
q   Creating data management plans for proposals �
q   Support and implementation of data management plan once proposal is funded �
q   Metadata Creation �
q   Conversion of or updating from old file formats �
q   Processing services- data needs to be processed into usable formats, chunks, or variables  �
q   Repository services- make sure data available in a data archive/repository with appropriate metadata  �
q   Backup services- ensure there is another location that the data is being stored to reduce data vulnerability  �
q   Data publication and citation services- make data publicly accessible and citable �
q   Data advertising and discovery services- make data more visible to potential secondary users �
q   Recovery services- part of the data has been lost and needs work to make the data useful�
q   Security for sensitive data- ensure personal or other restricted information is safeguarded �
q   None�
q   Other (please specify) DATA ANALYTICS �
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